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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Eighty-Seventh Day: Friday, March 30, 2018 
Post Time: 12:35 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 887*-264-171-135—30%W, 64%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #3 Somedreamscometrue (3rd race)—5-2 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #6 Wage Acceleration (4th race)—7-2 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#10)PANAMA PAPERS: Faces nondescript crew in first start vs. winners  
(#4)COSMIC THUNDER: Finished well vs. similar last time; Irad stays put 
(#7)WANNABEAPLAYER: Stalked to no avail in last; winless on GP weeds 
(#9)TRACKING STOCK: At best on “firm” ground; placed in 8-of-12 on turf 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-4-7-9 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#1)SQUADRON A: Solid return off lengthy layoff; stalks pace to his outside 
(#7)SHEIKH OF SHEIKHS: Never been in this cheap; hooks Gregory Sun? 
(#6)GREGORY SUN: Last win aided by speed-favoring strip; company early 
(#5)COLEMAN ROCKY: Sharp turf win off shelf but unplaced on main track 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-7-6-5 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#3)SOMEDREAMSCOMETRUE: Has things own way on front-end—wire job  
(#1)SWEAT: 2nd behind a daylight winner over speed-favoring strip in last  
(#2)PRIVATE BELLAMY: Aired in maiden win for $12,500; tries winners 
(#4)EL CHAVAL: He has improved of late on dirt; steps up in class off shelf 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-1-2-4 
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RACE FOUR 
(#6)WAGE ACCELERATION: Hooks a light crew on the rise; very consistent  
(#7)FUEL THE BERN: Big turn of foot on drop in last outing; steps up today 
(#4)JAPONSKI: Steadied at three-eighths pole in last; drops, 10-1 on M.L. 
(#8)UNEXPLAINED: 5-year-old comes running late; tab for a minor award 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-7-4-8 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#4)TWOCUBANBROTHERSU: Handy, drops; neck shy off winning past 4 
(#3)TO DARE: Closer has won past 2 in starter ranks; gets an honest pace 
(#2)CHEECH THUNDER: Like the cutback to 1-turn; jock won 7 on Friday 
(#8)ENDERS CAT: Shuffled back, ran on in last; fits on class, Gaffalione up 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-3-2-8 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#6)SALSA JACK: Huge effort in two-turn turf debut; has tons of upside  
(#9)STRIKING HEIR: Speed of the speed has foot to clear; turf no problem 
(#8)WHISKEY MOMENT: Horrible trip on debut; improvement in the cards 
(#1)NIGHTSTRINGS: Stalks the pace from an inside draw; better on dirt 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-9-8-1 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#6)HARD STUDY: Perfect 4-for-4 on “fast” racetracks; holds all the aces  
(#5)MISHEGAS: Ran huge in first start for Velez; exits stakes company 
(#2)TOUR DE FORCE: Regally bred, very sharp work tab; 1-for-4 on dirt 
(#3)BIG DADDY(CHI): Toss last—stumbled at start; stretch out on point 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-5-2-3 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#5)THORISTIC: First off the claim for Maker; placed in 10 of last 12 starts  
(#7)FAMOUS FACT: Rolling through his conditions; horrid trip last time 
(#1)ARCHER ROAD: Wide trip in last; rough start in his penultimate outing 
(#4)AT ODDS: Sharp work around the “dogs” since the win; cost $120,000 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-7-1-4 
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RACE NINE—Soaring Softly Stakes 
(#2)SUMMERSAULT: Long time between drinks; been facing better foes  
(#5)EMPRESSOF THE NILE: 4 lengths off win in stakes bow despite traffic 
(#1)TARALENA: She runs well off the sidelines; Gaffalione saves ground 
(#6)NO SWEAT: TAP tries the long on grass experiment; is proven on dirt 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-5-1-6 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#8)POSSE NEEDED: Has sneaky back class; good post draw, fires fresh  
(#3)SILVER THREADS: On the drop for John Servis; positive jock change 
(#2)WHAT ABOUT TONIGHT: Pair of thirds off the claim; 6.5F too short? 
(#4)MISS HELEN: Has never been off the board at GP; second off the shelf 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-3-2-4 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#5)RATE OF RETURN: Got late in last 2; hood “on” here, in snug for $35K  
(#3)SUGARCOATED KITTEN: Gray gets some needed class relief, new jock 
(#8)GIVONNA’S MAGIC: Rallied on debut for $35K; 3rd start of form cycle 
(#9)LA PIU BELLA: Drops off the layoff for Gargan; eventful start last time 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-3-8-9 
 
 
* Selections not posted: Friday, January 26—Sunday, January 28, 
Saturday, February 3, and Saturday, February 17, 2018 
 
 
 
 
 


